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PROMPT SERVICE
Searching and reporting on the condition of title to real estate is an exacting procedure, involving the checking and cross-checking of many kinds of records. Chicago Title and Trust Company—and its associated abstract companies serving every county of Illinois—maintain complete records of all matters affecting title to every parcel of land in this state. It is these records which make possible the reliable and prompt service that you require in today's competitive market.

FINANCIAL STRENGTH
Behind the title insurance policies that safeguard investments in valuable real estate there must be financial responsibility and strength. Chicago Title and Trust Company has greater financial resources than any other title company operating in the Middle West.

EXPERIENCE
Knowledge of Illinois real estate law, familiarity with local problems and practices, decades of demonstrated ability to work out complicated situations and get deals closed—these are the unmatched advantages that come to you from this company's 114 years of experience in protecting title to Illinois real estate.

For more information about complete title service anywhere in Illinois, write today to:

Chicago Title and Trust Company
111 WEST WASHINGTON STREET, CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS
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He's just discovered a "reversal" which is going to make all the difference in the world to his client's case when he presents it on appeal next week.

Do you consult Shepard's for the very latest ruling? If not, you should.
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